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Abstract— With the proliferation of fairly powerful mobile devices and ubiquitous wireless technology, we
see a transformation from traditional mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) into a new era of service-oriented
MANETs wherein a node can provide and receive services. Requested services must be decomposed into more
abstract services and then bound; we formulate this as a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem to
minimize the service cost, while maximizing the quality of service and quality of information in the service a
user receives. The MOO problem is an SP-to-service assignment problem. We propose a multidimensional trust
based algorithm to solve the problem. We carry out an extensive suite of simulations to test the relative
performance of the proposed trust-based algorithm against a non-trust-based counterpart and an existing singletrust-based beta reputation scheme. Our proposed algorithm effectively filters out malicious nodes exhibiting
various attack behaviors by penalizing them with loss of reputation, which ultimately leads to high user
satisfaction. Further, our proposed algorithm is efficient with linear runtime complexity while achieving a
close-to-optimal solution.
Index Terms— service-oriented ad hoc networks, service composition, trust management, multi-objective
optimization.
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service request in hand, an SR has to first formulate a
I.
INTRODUCTION
service composition plan based on the available SPs, and
A service-oriented mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is
then determine the best node-to-service assignment for
populated with service providers (SPs) and service
achieving multi-objective optimization (MOO). Dynamic
requesters (SRs). A realization of service-oriented
service composition and binding is especially complicated
MANETs is a peer-to-peer service system with SPs
in MANETs because of the space-time complexity of
providing web services and SRs requesting services, each
mobile devices (space is related to mobility and time is
requiring dynamic service composition and binding [26].
related to dynamic status change), and no existence of a
Unlike a traditional web service system in which nodes are
trusted third party for centralized control. This issue is
connected to the Internet, nodes in service-oriented
further compounded by the fact that nodes may exhibit
MANETs are mobile and an SR will need to request
malicious behavior (explained later in Section III.C) and the
services from available SPs it encounters and with which it
information received is often erroneous, uncertain and
interacts dynamically. One can view a service-oriented
incomplete in MANET environments [12].
MANET as an instance of Internet of Things (IoT) systems
Our approach is to use trust [4], [5], [9], [10], [12], [13],
with a wide range of mobile applications including smart
[16], [24], [25] for decision making of service composition
city, smart tourism, smart car, smart environmental
and binding. We demonstrate the resiliency and
monitoring, and healthcare [6]. It is particularly suitable to
convergence properties of our trust protocol design for
military MANET applications where nodes are mobile with
service-oriented MANETs in the presence of malicious
multi-hop communication.
nodes showing various attack behaviors (discussed in detail
In this paper, we are concerned with satisfying user
in Section III.C).
service requests with multiple objectives including
The unique contributions of the paper are as follows:
maximizing quality-of-service (QoS) and quality-of1. Our work is the first to propose a dynamic trust-based
information (QoI) while minimizing the service cost with
service composition and binding algorithm for MOO in
user satisfaction (US) ultimately measuring success. With a
service-oriented MANETs. Our proposed scheme has
————————————————
only linear runtime complexity for solution search but
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2. We are the first to conduct a comparative performance
analysis of non-trust vs. single-trust vs. multi-trust
protocols for peer-to-peer trust evaluation in serviceoriented MANETs. Trust-based service composition
and binding has been studied in the web services
domain [3], [15], [47], but only a single trust score on
service quality was considered, although the single trust
score may derive from multiple service quality metrics
such as response time, throughput, availability, etc. This
largely ignores the multidimensional concept of trust.
Identifying proper trust components and forming the
overall trust out of multiple trust components is critical
to maximize application performance. We consider two
key trust dimensions in service request execution,
namely, competence and integrity, as the building
blocks of a composite trust metric.
3. We use trust to effectively prevent malicious nodes
from disrupting the operation of service-oriented
MANETs. We conduct a detailed performance analysis
and demonstrate that our trust-based algorithm can
effectively filter out malicious nodes, which ultimately
leads to high user satisfaction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys related work and contrasts our approach with
existing work. We also explain the new contributions of
this work compared to our published preliminary work [48].
Section III describes our system model, including the
network model and the threat model. Section IV describes
service composition and binding. Section V defines the
problem and presents our solution methodology. Section VI
discusses trust protocol designs considered in this work
including the proposed multi-trust based algorithm, and an
existing single-trust based algorithm [16], [24]. Section VII
describes the three algorithm designs considered in this
work. Section VIII reports the comparative performance
analysis results of the three algorithms, and performs
sensitivity analysis of the results with respect to key design
parameters and their impact on resiliency. Section IX
concludes the paper and outlines future research areas.

II.

RELATED WORK

Service composition has been widely studied in
Internet-based web services [8], [26], [27], [35], [36], [40],
[42], [44], [52]. Service composition and binding comes in
two forms: (a) goal-oriented composition where a goal and
a set of available services are given and the system
completes the goal by planning and service binding; and (b)
workflow-based composition where the workflow with
constraints is given as input [36]. Our work takes the latter
approach, with service composition being formulated as a
workflow problem (based on the user’s location and the
availability of SPs an SR encounters), and service binding
being formulated as a node-to-service assignment problem.
MOO has also been extensively studied in Internetbased web services [41]. Wagner et al. [46] proposed a
planning assistant that achieves MOO for three objectives

including price, response time, and reliability by
approximating Pareto-optimal solutions. Yu and Lin [50]
studied MOO with end-to-end QoS objectives, including
response time, service cost, availability and reliability.
Alrifai and Risse [2] considered end-to-end QoS objectives
during the runtime service binding process. Both [2] and
[50] used a multi-choice multidimensional knapsack
problem to formulate the MOO problem.
Weighted-sum is a common approach used in service
composition with MOO. Yu et al. [51] addressed a service
selection problem by aggregating multiple QoS objectives
into a weighted utility function to be maximized subject to
QoS resource needs with each weight representing the
importance of each QoS attribute. Zeng et al. [52]
considered five objectives, namely, price, duration,
reliability, availability and reputation and formulated the
MOO problem as a single objective problem using
weighted sum. Similar to [51], [52], we adopt weighted
sum to formulate our MOO problem for its simplicity and
proven effectiveness.
The above cited work had a common drawback.
Namely, their solutions have exponential time complexity
because the MOO problem to be solved is NP-hard [17].
Our work remedies this problem by devising trust-based
heuristic solutions that incur only linear runtime
complexity, and verifying that the performance of our trustbased solution approaches the ideal performance obtainable
by ILP solution.
Service composition in MANETs is still in its infancy.
Existing work only focused on mechanisms for enabling
service composition without considering MOO. Sheu et al.
[38] designed a tactical pervasive service collaboration
platform to enable service composition considering
dynamic task arrival, data synchronization, and task failure.
Johnsen et al. [21], [22] suggested a semantic service
discovery solution with a rich and expressive service
description provided to facilitate service composition.
Wright et al. [49] proposed the use of UML 2.0 Activity
Diagrams as a workflow specification language for
describing service construction and composition. Suri [43]
studied the deployment issues of service-oriented
architectures and developed a middleware to facilitate
dynamic service composition to cope with those issues.
Compared with the above cited work, our work is the first
to propose a dynamic service composition and binding
algorithm using multi-trust protocols for MOO in serviceoriented MANETs.
Singh [39] indicated that trust is an important factor in
service-oriented computing where user experience is the
main factor for trust establishment. Bansal et al. [3] and Dai
et al. [15] proposed trust-based web service composition,
but only a single dimension of trust was considered.
Relative to the above work, we consider multi-trust,
recognizing multi-dimensional trust assessment is critical to
decision making. We demonstrate that our multi-trust-based

algorithm outperforms its single-trust-based counterparts
such as BRS [16], [24].
Wahab et al. [47] provided an excellent review of trust
and reputation models for Web services. Mehdi et al. [30],
[31], [32] considered multiple QoS metrics (e.g., response
time, throughput, availability, etc.) for assessing the service
quality of a web service. A trust score is derived from
combining multiple QoS metrics to assess the
trustworthiness of a web service. This single trust score
considered in [30], [31], [32] in effect corresponds to the
competence trust score considered in our work. In addition,
we also consider the integrity trust score (the other metric
of our multi-trust design) for measuring the degree to which
a node complies with the prescribed service protocol.
Khosravifar et al. [28] considered multiple reputation
factors (user satisfaction and popularity) and analyzed their
relationships. We do not consider popularity as a trust
metric. Instead, we consider integrity as a trust metric to
cope with malicious attacks. Hang et al. [18], [20] modeled
a composite service as a statistical mixture, and showed that
their approach can dynamically punish or reward the
constituents of composite services while making only
partial observations. Hang et al. [19] later developed a
probabilistic trust model considering not only the trust
level, but also the amount of evidence supporting the trust
level. They showed that their trust model yields higher
prediction accuracy than traditional approaches suffering
from situations in which witnesses are unreachable or are
reachable only by untrustworthy referrals. In our work, we
consider confidence in the context of trust formation. That
is, integrity trust is used as confidence to assess the validity
of competence trust based on the rationale that competence
trust ultimately ensures service success. This is discussed in
more detail in Section VI.B.
This work is substantially extended from our
preliminary work [48] as follows: (a) we apply a scaling
technique to scale service quality metrics so that all service
quality metrics are normalized to the same scale and order,
and the MOO problem may be formulated as a
maximization problem; (b) we develop new single-trust and
multi-trust protocols and examine their impact on
performance with respect to key design parameters; (c) we
add a new simulation study for small-sized to large-sized
MOO problems for simulation validation, and analyze the
effect of node and operation characteristics on performance;
(d) we analyze the effect of node and network dynamics on
both trust-based and non-trust-based algorithms; (e) we
devise heuristic-based solutions which yield linear runtime
complexity for solution efficiency without sacrificing
solution optimality compared with the optimal solution
generated by ILP; and (f) we conduct extensive sensitivity
analysis to identify conditions under which each of the
studied schemes perform best: the proposed multi-trustbased scheme, and the non-trust-based and single-trustbased counterparts.

III.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. Service Provider and Service Requester Model
We consider a service-oriented MANET in which a
node has two roles: a service provider (SP) for abstract
services it is capable of providing, and a service requestor
(SR) for issuing service requests on behalf of its owner.
Conceptually an SR is like a user in service-oriented
MANETs. A user can issue a sequence of service requests
as it moves from one location to another. An example is a
user in a smart city who first issues a service request “take
me to a nice Thai restaurant nearby with drunken noodle on
its menu” with a service quality specified in terms of QoI,
QoS, and cost for the overall service request (e.g., the cost
and duration of travel), as well as for individual abstract
services (e.g., cost of drunken noodle). Once she finishes
her meal, she issues another service request “take me to a
nice night club in town” again with a minimum service
quality specified in terms of QoI, QoS, and cost. Each of
these service requests involves a service composition phase
to compose a service plan out of the transportation services
(e.g., taxi, bus, subway, etc.) and Thai food/night club
services available to the user, followed by a service binding
phase to select the best SPs out of all SPs available to the
user at the time the service request is issued. The overall
goal of the user is to maximize the QoS and QoI, while
minimizing the cost for all requested services.
We consider a service-oriented MANET environment
with |𝓝| nodes moving according to the small world in
motion (SWIM) mobility model [29]. We select SWIM
because it captures key properties of human mobility in
social network settings. Mobility introduces dynamic
topology changes and affects the reliability of packet
routing over multiple hops from a source to a destination. In
particular, it affects the success probability of
recommendation packet delivery which in turn affects trust
protocol performance. To conserve resources, we assume
that only a single copy of the recommendation about a
target node (node j) is transmitted from the recommender
node (node k) to the trustor (node i). Then, the
recommendation packet from node k is lost when there is
no route to reach node i from any intermediate node
because of topology changes, when there is a channel error
with probability 𝑝𝑒, or when any intermediate node
maliciously performs packet dropping attacks.

B. Service Quality Criteria
Without loss of generality, we consider three service
quality criteria: QoI, service delay (as a QoS attribute), and
cost. We denote them by Q, D, and C which may be
measured after service invocations are performed. While D
and C are easily measureable physical quantities, Q is
specific to the application domain. For example, in
environment monitoring service, Q is measured by the
extent to which the output contributes to the ground truth
data [45]. In sensing service, Q is measured by the extent to

which the sensing data contributes to the ground truth
picture.
We first scale our service quality metrics, Q, D and C,
to the range [0, 1] so that the higher the value, the better the
quality [52], as follows:

�=
D

�=
Q

Q − Qmin
;
Qmax − Qmin

(1)

Dmax − D
Cmax − C
; C� =
Dmax − Dmin
Cmax − Cmin

Here Q max and Q min , Dmax and Dmin , and Cmax and
Cmin are the maximum and minimum possible values of Q,
D, and C, respectively,. They are known a priori. With this
normalization we transform MOO into multi-objective
maximization, i.e., from maximizing Q and minimizing D
�, D
� . From a pragmatic
� and C
and C, into maximizing Q
perspective, scaling facilitates a fair quantitative
comparison of different service quality criteria, as each
service quality criterion is in the range of [0, 1] with a
higher value representing a higher service quality.
C. Threat Model
Just like Internet-based web services, in a serviceoriented MANET there are malicious SPs acting for their
own gain. The common goal of malicious nodes is to
increase their chance of being selected during a service
binding phase. Malicious nodes can collude to achieve this
common goal. We assume that a malicious node exhibits
the following behaviors:
1. Self-promotion: it can promote its importance by
reporting false service quality information in QoI, QoS,
and cost (i.e., Q, D, and C) so as to increase its chance
to be selected as the SP, but then provide opportunistic
service.
2. Opportunistic service: it can provide “just enough”
service to meet the minimum quality service
requirement and user satisfaction expectation to
improve the chance of the service request being
completed successfully for it to gain good reputation.
3. Bad-mouthing attack (BMA): it can collude with other
malicious nodes to ruin the reputation of a good node by
providing bad recommendations so as to decrease the
chance of this good node being selected to provide
services.
4. Ballot stuffing attack (BSA): it can collude with other
malicious nodes to boost the reputation of a bad node by
providing good recommendations for the bad node so as
to increase the chance of it being selected to provide
services.
5. Packet dropping: it may drop packets passing through it
during packet routing if the source node is a good node
so as to launch a bad reputation attack against the source
node.
A malicious node may also perform data modification
attacks to ruin the reputation of a good node. PKI with
assured digital signing [14] can be used to ensure data

trustworthiness via source authenticity, integrity, and nonrepudiation. A malicious node may also perform denial of
service (DoS) attacks to overwhelm an SP. Counter-DoS
mechanisms [1], [33] can be used to make DoS attacks
largely ineffective to mitigate such attacks.

IV.

SERVICE COMPOSITION AND BINDING

A. Service Advertisement
A node as an SP advertises its service availability when
a peer node (i.e., an SR) shows interest [26], [27]. An SP
responds with an advertisement message only if it is
capable of providing the requested services. Specifically, it
responds with an advertisement message AdSP comprising
four-tuple records, one for each abstract service Sk it can
provide, as follows:
AdSP : [k, Qk , Dk , C k ] for Sk

(2)

Here k indicates the index of the service Sk; Q k the level
of QoI the SP can provide; Dk the level of service delay (for
QoS); and Ck the service cost.

B. Dynamic Service Composition
For convenience, we use m to index service requests, k
to index services, and i, j, or r to index nodes. We also use
the notation Om to refer to service request m, and the
notation SRm to refer to the SR who issues m. A service
request (e.g., take me to a nice Thai restaurant nearby with
drunken noodle on its menu) requires a number of abstract
services Sk′ s (e.g., transportation service, food service, etc.).
For each service request in hand, the SR broadcasts the set
of abstract services needed to which all qualified SPs
respond with the 4-tuple records in (2). Based on the
responses received, the SR then constructs a service
composition specification (SCS) to specify the service plan
for satisfying the service request. An example SCS is:
SCSm = 〈[S0 ], [S2 , S4 ], [S3 ], [S7 ], [S4 , S8 ], [S2 ]〉

(3)

where [S2 , S4 ] specifies that S2 and S4 are to be executed
concurrently; [S3 ], [S7 ] specifies that S3 and S7 are to be
executed sequentially. The user also specifies a minimum
service quality requirement at the service request level and
at the abstract service level as follows:
THRES = �QTHRES , DTHRES , C THRES �
SCSm
m
m
m

SkTHRES

=

�QTHRES
, DTHRES
, CkTHRES
k
k

(4)

�

The SR then decides the best SPs among all responders
to execute SCSm, while meeting the minimum service
quality levels at both the service request level and the
abstract service level. If the minimum service quality
constraint is not satisfied, then it means that there are not
enough qualified SPs available to provide service and Om is
considered a failure.
C. Service Binding
An SP capable of providing multiple abstract services
can be selected to execute multiple abstract services in a

service request. However, to avoid schedule conflicts
among concurrent service requests (issued by multiple SRs)
and to avoid degrading an SP’s service quality due to heavy
workloads, the SP can only commit to one service request.
That is, the SP can only participate in one service request at
a time to ensure its availability and commitment to a single
service request.

V.

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND METRICS

A. Problem Definition
Given that multiple SPs may meet the service threshold
criteria in (4), an SR must choose SPs so as to maximize the
�, D
� . An SCS for serving a service request
� and C
aggregate Q
is essentially a flow structure consisting of series or parallel
substructures. For the SCS in (3), there is one series
structure
consisting
of
6
substructures,
[S0 ], [S2 , S4 ], [S3 ], [S7 ], [S4 , S8 ], and [S2 ], at the top level,
and there are two parallel substructures, [S2 , S4 ] and
� m, D
� m be the
� m and C
[S4 , S8 ], at the bottom level. Let Q
�
� m,S
�
scaled Q, D, and C scores of Om, and Q m,S , Dm,S and C
be the scaled Q, D, and C scores of substructure S. The
� m, D
� m (the
� m and C
service quality of Om measured by Q
larger the better) after service binding can be computed
recursively as follows:
a) For a parallel structure S consisting of two concurrent
� and D
� scores are
substructures [S1 , S2 ], the maximum Q
limited by the minimum service quality score (which we
want to avoid through node selection), and the
� score is bounded by the sum of C
� scores
maximum C
(since cost is additive), i.e.,
� m,S = min�Q
� m,S , Q
� m,S � ;
Q
1
2
�
�
� m,S � ;
Dm,S = min�Dm,S1 , D
2
C� m,S = C� m,S1 + C� m,S2 .

(5)

When combining scaled Q or D scores of two
concurrent substructures using the min operator, the
minimum of scaled Q scores turns out to be the scaled
minimum of the unscaled Q scores. That is,
� m,S � = min(Qm,S1 −Qmin , Qm,S2 −Qmin )
� m,S , Q
=
min�Q
1

2

min(Qm,S1 ,Qm,S2 )−Qmin
Qmax −Qmin

Qmax −Qmin

Qmax −Qmin

. The combined scaled Q score

stays in the range of [0, 1], if each substructure is a
single abstract service at the bottom level of an SCS.
When combining scaled C scores of two concurrent
substructures, we use the addition operator because each
substructure will unavoidably incur a separate service
cost which must be accounted for. The combined C
score as a result of using the addition operator is no
longer scaled in [0, 1].
b) For a series structure S consisting of two sequential
substructures [S1 ], [ S2 ], the maximum score is limited
by the sum of service quality scores, i.e.,

� m,S = Q
� m,S + Q
� m,S ;
Q
1
2
� m,S = D
� m,S + D
� m,S ;
D
1
2
C� m,S = C� m,S + C� m,S .
1

(6)

2

When combining scaled Q, D, or C scores of two
sequential substructures, we use the addition operator
because the two substructures will be sequentially
executed and each score (which we want to maximize
through node selection) must be separately accounted
for. The combined score as a result of using the addition
operator is no longer scaled in [0, 1].
Here we note that at the bottom level of an SCS, a
substructure is only an abstract service. If node j is selected
� m,S = Q
� m,j , D
� m,S = D
� m,j
to bind to this abstract service then Q
�
�
and Cm,S = Cm,j . The top level, on the other hand, is either a
series substructure or a parallel substructure. Let θ be the
top level substructure of this SCS for Om . Then, the overall
service quality score of Om (after service binding) is given
by:
�m = Q
� m,θ ; D
�m = D
� m,θ ; C� m = C� m,θ
Q

(7)

B. MOO Problem Formulation
We use the weighted sum form [37] allowing a user to
express its preferences regarding service quality criteria.
Let ωQ,m , ωD,m and ωC,m be the weights associated with
� m, D
� m for Om issued by the user, with ωQ,m +
� m and C
Q
ωD,m + ωC,m = 1. Another compelling justification of using
weighted sum is that expressing the optimization criterion
of a multi-objective problem by means of a weighted sum
corresponds to a Lagrangian formulation [7] with multiple
Lagrange multipliers, thereby effectively sweeping the
lower convex envelope of the objective surface. With this
simple additive weighting technique, we formulate our
MOO problem at the service-request level as:
� m + ωD,m D
� m + ωC,m C� m
Maximize MOOm = ωQ,m Q

(8)

THRES
subject to the service request level constraint SCSm
and
THRES
the abstract service level constraint Sk
specified in (4)
by the user. As there may be multiple SRs issuing service
requests and performing service composition and binding
concurrently, we formulate our MOO problem at the system
level as:

� m + ωD,m D
� m + ωC,m C� m )
Maximize MOO = � (ωQ,m Q

(9)

m∈𝒯

where 𝒯 is the set of concurrent service requests issued by
multiple SRs who are competing for the use of SPs
available to them. It is noteworthy that (8) and (9) solve the
service binding problem, given a service composition
specification (SCS) formulated as in (3).
C. MOO Value and User Satisfaction as Performance
Metrics
While the final MOO value defined in (9) above can be
used to measure MOO performance, user satisfaction
ultimately determines if a service request is a success or a

failure. The user satisfaction level of the SR toward SPs
selected for executing Om ,denoted as USm , can be measured
by the ratio of the actual service quality received to the best
service quality available among SPs for executing Om . We
allow a user to specify a minimum user satisfaction
threshold, denoted as USTm , which specifies the minimum
service quality the user can accept. This is to be compared
against USm to decide if the service experience of the user
toward SPs selected for executing Om is positive or
negative. If Om fails because of failing to satisfy the service
THRES
, then USm is zero. If the
request level constraint SCSm
service experience is negative, culprit SPs are identified and
penalized with reputation loss. Conversely, if the service
experience is positive, all constituent SPs are rewarded with
reputation gain based on USm obtained. For notational
R
����
� Rm + ωD,m D
� Rm + ωC,m C� m
SQRm = ωQ,m Q
convenience,
let
denoting the actual service quality received after service
� max
SQmax
binding and execution of Om , ����
m = ωQ,m Q m +
max
max
�
�
ωD,m Dm + ωC,m Cm denoting the best service quality that
� THRES +
SQmin
can ever be achieved, and ����
m = ωQ,m Q m
THRES
THRES
�
�m
+ ωC,m Cm
denoting the minimum service
ωD,m D
quality that must be obtained in order to satisfy the service
THRES
. Then, with score scaling,
request level constraint SCSm
USm can be computed as:
����Rm − SQ
����min
SQ
m
max
USm = �����
SQm − ����
SQmin
m
0

����Rm ≥ ����
if SQ
SQmin
m

(10)

otherwise

����max
����min
Here ����
SQRm , SQ
m and SQ m are the received, maximum,

and minimum service quality scores, respectively, for
� m, D
� m in (7).
� m and C
executing Om , calculated based on Q
The second condition in (10) is for the case in which the
received service quality is less than the required minimum
service quality. Again we note that because of scaling, the
�, D
� values, the better the service quality.
� and C
large the Q
R
R
� Rm + ωD,m D
�m
����
� Rm + ωC,m C
, so
Also note that SQ m = ωQ,m Q
maximizing MOOm in (8) is equivalent to maximizing USm in
(10). Therefore, the MOO problem to solve is in effect a
user satisfaction maximization problem.

VI.

TRUST MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

In this section, we first discuss a well-known trust
management scheme based on the single-trust beta
reputation system (BRS) [16], [24], as the baseline scheme
against which our multi-trust protocol will be compared.
We choose BRS because of its sound statistical basis
compared to other schemes using intuitive and ad-hoc
methods for measuring trust. In addition, it enables a trustor
to ensure tractability of trust evidence over time. We note
that a trust model based on Dirichlet distribution [23], [31],
which is a generalization of BRS, can also be used as the
single-trust baseline scheme for performance comparison.
However, since a user can specify a minimum user
satisfaction threshold to decide if a service experience is
positive or negative (a binary classification), BRS suffices.
We then describe our trust protocol with multi-trust design.

A. Single-trust Baseline Protocol Design
The baseline BRS protocol is based on Bayesian
inference with the trust value modeled as a random variable
in the range of [0, 1] following the Beta (α, β) distribution;
the numbers of positive and negative experiences are
modeled as binomial random variables. Since the betabinomial is a conjugate pair, this leads to a posterior beta
distribution with updated parameters. Here α/(α+β) is the
estimated mean of “direct” trust evidence of an SP where α
is the number of positive interactions and β is the number of
negative interactions. A positive evidence is observed when
SR m is satisfied. More specifically, when USm exceeds
USTm, it is counted as positive evidence and all constituting
SPs in Om are rewarded. In the case of positive evidence, α
is incremented by 1 for all SPs in Om . On the other hand,
when USm is less than USTm, SR m identifies the culprits
with low performance (i.e., the actual service quality is
lower than the advertised service quality) and considers it
as negative evidence against these culprits. In this case, β is
increased by 1 for all identified culprits. SPs with expected
performance (i.e., the actual service quality is about the
same as the advertised service quality) are identified as
benign and will not be penalized. After a service request is
completed, the SR propagates its updated trust of the SPs
involved in the service request to other nodes in the system.
See Appendix A of the supplemental file for details of trust
propagation and aggregation in the single-trust baseline
protocol design, allowing a node receiving a trust update to
update its (α, β) pair toward an SP.
B. Multi-trust Protocol Design
Our trust management protocol design centers on the
concept of multi-trust. Multi-trust refers to the use of
multiple dimensions of trust for more accurately describing
multiple and often distinct factors contributing to successful
service execution. For service composition and binding, we
choose two unique trust properties: competence and
integrity. We chose these two dimensions because the
capability for service provision (i.e., competence) and the
compliance to the prescribed service protocol (i.e.,
integrity) are the key criteria of quality service provision for
high user satisfaction. The two trust dimensions are:
• Competence: This refers to an SP’s capability to
satisfactorily serve the received request. This is largely
determined by the intrinsic service capability of the SP,
as modeled by the SP’s “true” Q, D, and C scores.
• Integrity: This refers to the degree to which a node
complies with the prescribed protocol, including the
service contract and the trust protocol. A node may
violate its service contract when it performs selfpromotion attacks. That is, a node lies about Q, D, and
C scores of its own capability so as to increase its
chance to be included in executing service requests but
then it fails to honor the service contract or just
performs opportunistic service once it is selected for
service request execution.

We denote node i’s trust toward node j in X (i.e., C for
competence, and I for integrity) as Ti,jX. We adopt BRS [16],
[24] to assess node i’s mean direct trust toward node j in
X
trust property X as αXi,j /(αXi,j +βXi,j) where αi,j
is the number of
X
positive and βi,j is the number of negative experiences in
trust property X, which are accumulated upon trust update.
To update (αCi,j , βCi,j) for competence trust, node i (acting as
the SR) compares USTm with USm as described in the
baseline BRS scheme. To update (αIi,j , βIi,j) for integrity trust,
node i considers it positive evidence if it sees node j’s
observed Q, D and C scores are close to node j’s advertised
scaled Q, D, and C scores. Node i (as SRm) assesses node
j’s compliance degree (CDm,j) as:
� observed
Q
m,j

� observed
D
m,j

�observed
C
m,j

CDm,j = min( � advertised , � advertised , �advertised )
Qm,j

Dm,j

(11)

Cm,j

advertised
� advertised
� m,j
� advertised
Here Q
,D
and C
are node j’s
m,j
m,j
advertised “scaled” Q, D, and C scores, while
observed
� observed
� observed
Q
,D
and C� m,j
are node j’s “scaled” Q, D
m,j
m,j
and C scores actually observed by node i (acting as SRm)
during Om execution. Each user defines its minimum
compliance degree threshold for service request m, denoted
by CDTm . If CDm,j ≥ CDTm , then it is counted as a positive
I
experience for node j for integrity and αi,j
is incremented by
1; otherwise, it is counted as a negative experience for node
I
j and βi,j
is incremented by 1. We note that this can
effectively capture self-promotion attack behavior. Trust
propagation and aggregation are again based on the concept
X
of belief discounting [24], i.e., the (αXi,j , βi,j
) pair of node i
toward node j is merged with nrec pairs of (αXr,j , βXr,j ) from
nrec recommenders whom node i trusts the most.
There are multiple ways to form the overall trust Ti,j
from Ti,jC and Ti,jI . In this work, we explore the Trust +
Confidence formation model by which integrity trust is
used as confidence to assess the validity of competence
trust based on the rationale that competence trust ultimately
ensures service success. If integrity trust falls below a
threshold, competence trust is invalid or scaled down. We
investigate two relationships under this model: drop-to-zero
and scaling. In the threshold-based relationship model
(TRM), if integrity trust falls below a threshold,
Ti,jI,THRES , competence trust drops to zero. In the scaling
relationship model (SRM), competence trust scales up (to 1
maximum) or down (to 0 minimum), depending on whether
integrity trust is higher or lower than the threshold. The
integrity threshold Ti,jI,THRES may be individual-based (for
node i toward node j) in service-oriented MANETs
populated with human operators. More specifically, TRM
computes the overall trust as:

Ti,j = Ti,jC if

Ti,jI ≥ Ti,jI,THRES ; 0 otherwise

(12)

where Ti,jI,THRES is the minimum integrity trust threshold.
SRM computes the overall trust as:
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Ti,j = min �1, Ti,jC ×

Ti,jI

(13)

�
I,THRES

Ti,j

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we describe the three trust-based service
composition and binding algorithms (based on BRS, TRM,
and SRM), and the non-trust-based counterpart. After an
SR formulates an SCS (e.g., (3)) based on available SPs for
executing Om , multiple solutions may exist to meet the
service requirements and constraints. The SR then chooses
a solution among all candidate solutions to maximize
MOOm in (8). The four algorithms are:
• Non-trust-based: While there is no trust in place, each
SR keeps a blacklist of SPs with which it has negative
interaction experience, i.e., CDm,j < CDTm . When
selecting the best node-to-service assignment, it only
considers SPs that are not blacklisted.
• Trust-based (BRS, TRM and SRM): Each SR selects
the
best
node-to-service
assignment
that
� m,j , D
� m,j (of
� m,j and C
maximizes MOOm in (8) with Q
node j at the bottom level of the SCS defined in (5) and
(6)) multiplying by TSR,j which is the SR’s overall trust
toward node j obtained from running a trust protocol
(BRS, TRM or SRM) as discussed in Section V. The
basic idea of trust-based service composition and
binding is that an SP’s advertised Q, D and C scores are
discounted by the SR’s trust towards the SP. When the
trust estimate is accurate, it can effectively defend
against malicious nodes performing attacks discussed in
Section III.C.
Each algorithm described above can be solved by ILP
(see Appendix B of the supplemental file for detail) with
exponential runtime complexity of O(2|𝒩| ) where |𝒩| is
the number of SPs, assuming that the total number of
abstract services in a set of concurrent service requests is
much smaller than the number of SPs available.
To circumvent high runtime complexity which renders
it infeasible for runtime operations, we develop heuristicbased solutions with linear runtime complexity of O(|𝒩|)
for solution efficiency. For all algorithms, an SR simply
ranks all eligible SPs for executing an abstract service
� m,j + ωD,m D
� m,j and
� m,j + ωC,m C
specified in SCSm by ωQ,m Q
selects the highest ranked SP as the winner for executing
that particular abstract service. It examines all SPs which
responded to its query in a single round and performs
ranking and service binding for all abstract services defined
in its SCSm . Then, the SR notifies SPs that are selected
without coordination with other concurrent SRs. As a
result, an SP may receive multiple offers from multiple SRs
executing concurrent service requests.
In the non-trust-based algorithm, an SP receiving
multiple offers randomly selects one SR among all to serve.
In the trust-based algorithm, an SP resolves the tie-breaker
by selecting the SR for which it has the highest trust to
ensure the highest success probability as it will increase its

chance of gaining good reputation. The other SRs not
selected will be informed of the decision by the SP and will
then select other SPs that are still available to provide the
particular abstract service. The time to complete the nodeto-service selection thus is linear to the number of eligible
SPs multiplied by the number of concurrent service
requests because each SR will only examine and rank the
advertised service quality scores by all eligible SPs once to
select a subset of SPs that maximizes its own ranking.
Here we note that the heuristics employed by non-trustbased and trust-based algorithms for service binding are not
necessarily optimal because the resulting solution may not
maximize MOOm in (8) or MOO defined in (9). As we shall
see later, our heuristic design is able to achieve a solution
quality approaching that generated by ILP but with
significantly lower complexity.
TABLE I: Input Parameters Values/Ranges.
Parameter
|𝒯|
|𝓢|
nrec
Pbad
Qbad
Dbad
Cbad

�QTHRES
, DTHRES
, CkTHRES �
k
k
Ti,jI,THRES

Value
15

9
3
10-50%
[1-3]
[3-5]
[2-5]
(1,5,5)
0.5

ωQ,m : ωD,m : ωC,m 1/3:1/3:1/3
(1, 10)
(α, β) for BMA
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Parameter
|𝓝|

𝑝𝑒

|𝒮𝑚 |
Prisk
Qgood
Dgood
Cgood
THRES )
(QTHRES
, DTHRES
, Cm
m
m

CDTm

USTm
(α, β) for BSA

Value
60, 120, 240

5%
4, 8, 16
0-100%
[3-5]
[1-4]
[1-2]
(4,20,20)
50-100%
50-100%
(10, 1)

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate performance of trust-based
algorithms (with BRS, TRM or SRM for trust computation)
vs. non-trust-based algorithms (with blacklisting).
A. Experiment Setup
Table I lists input parameters and their default values
for performance analysis. Below we explain each parameter
in the table. For the small, medium, and large-sized
problems, we consider |𝓝|=60, 120, and 240 SPs
respectively. There are |𝓢|=9 abstract services, S0 to S8,
provided by these SPs. For simplicity, each SP is assumed
to be specialized to one abstract service Sk which is
randomly assigned initially. All nodes follow the SWIM
mobility model as described in Section III.A with 𝑝𝑒 =
0.5%. We consider a scenario with 15 service requests
(|𝒯|=15) divided into 9 sequential chunks, i.e., {1, 2}, {3},
{4, 5}, {6, 7, 8}, {9}, {10}, {11, 12}, {13}, and {14, 15},
where a chunk is defined as a set of concurrent service
requests overlapping in execution time. The performance
outcome is about the same when the number of chunks is
more than 9 or when the number of service requests is
longer (30 and 60), so these scenarios are not presented
here. For simplicity, each service request has only one SCS

consisting of |𝒮𝑚 | abstract services connected in a series
structure, with |𝒮𝑚 |= 4, 8 and 16 for small, medium and
large sized problems, respectively. In our case study, we
consider only one SCS in each service request. The abstract
services are randomly selected from S0 to S8 so that the
demand to each node is roughly equal in these different
sized problems. In case an SR cannot find enough SPs to
satisfy the SCS, the service request fails and USm=0.
We model the hostility of the environment by the
percentage of malicious nodes, Pbad, in the range of [0-50%]
with the default value set at 30%. A malicious node
performs all attacks as described in the threat model. In
particular, the self-promotion attack behavior is modeled by
a risk parameter, Prisk, in the range of [0-100%] with the
default set at 50%. A malicious node performs selfpromotion attacks by boosting its advertised Q, D and C
scores by multiplying its true Q, D and C scores by
(1+Prisk), (1−Prisk), and (1−Prisk), respectively. Qbad, Dbad and
Cbad give the true Q, D and C scores for bad nodes, which
can be boosted during service advertisement. Qgood, Dgood
and Cgood give the true Q, D and C scores for good nodes,
which will be reported by good nodes faithfully during
service advertisement. The Q, D, C values of a node are
generated from a uniform distribution at the beginning and
are not changed during system operation. The default
values are set for the case in which the service quality of
bad nodes is inferior to that of good nodes to reveal
interesting design tradeoffs. Later we will perform a
sensitivity analysis of the effect of Q, D, and C score
distributions for good and bad nodes on performance.
, DTHRES
, CkTHRES � = (1, 5, 5) at
We initially set �QTHRES
k
k
THRES
THRES )=
the abstract service level and (Q m
, DTHRES
, Cm
m
(4, 20, 20) at the service request level for the light
minimum service quality constraint case. Later we will
perform a sensitivity analysis of the effect of service quality
constraints.
The initial trust values (for integrity and competence in
the case of multi-trust) are set to 0.5 for all nodes meaning
ignorance (no knowledge). The integrity trust threshold
Ti,jI,THRES for TRM and SRM is set to 0.5 to punish a node
with integrity trust less than ignorance trust as time
progresses. The protocol compliance degree threshold
CDTm is set to 0.9 to accommodate a 10% maximum
detection error for assessing protocol compliance behavior.
For simplicity we set ωQ,m = ωD,m = ωC,m = 1/3 in (8).
The number of recommenders nrec is set to 3 so node i will
only allow 3 nodes with the highest Ti,j values as the
recommenders during trust update. When a bad node is
mistakenly chosen as a recommender, it can perform a badmouthing attack (BMA) on a good trustee node. This is
done by providing a very low α, and a very high β, e.g., (α,
β) = (1, 10), with α representing the number of positive and
β the number of negative experiences, to ruin the reputation
of the good trustee node. A bad node serving as a
recommender can also perform a ballot-stuffing attack

(a) Small Sized Problem - ILP.

(b) Small Sized Problem -Simulation.

(c) Medium Sized Problem - Simulation.

(d) Large Sized Problem -Simulation.
Fig. 1: Performance Comparison for Small, Medium and Large Sized MOO Problems.
(BSA) on a bad trustee node by providing a very high α,
and a very low β, e.g., (α, β) = (10, 1), to boost the
reputation of the bad trustee node.
B. Comparative Performance Analysis
In this section, we compare MOO performance of trustbased and non-trust-based algorithms via MATLAB
simulation. Specifically, we simulate non-trust-based and
trust-based algorithms (both have linear runtime
complexity) under the same environment setting defined in
Table I with |𝓝|=60, 120 and 240, and correspondingly
|𝒮𝑚 | = 4, 8 and 16 for small, medium and large sized
problems, respectively.
Fig. 1(a) shows the ILP results for the small model.
Figs. 1(b)-(d) show the simulation results for the small,
medium and large sized problems, respectively. The

simulation results for the small sized problem in Fig. 1(b)
are to be compared against the ILP analytical results in Fig.
2(a) to reveal the tradeoff between solution efficiency
gained (because of linear runtime complexity) vs. solution
optimality sacrificed (because of the use of heuristics). The
ILP solution for generating the analytical results is listed in
Appendix B of the supplemental file. Here we note that
medium to large sized problems (|𝓝|=120 and 240) can
only be evaluated by simulation since ILP is not able to
generate a solution due to the high computational
complexity. We observe that for the small-sized problem,
the simulation results based on heuristic designs are
remarkably similar to the ideal performance results both in
shape and value. This demonstrates that the heuristic design
can achieve solution efficiency without sacrificing solution
optimality too much.

The leftmost two graphs in each row of Fig. 1 examine
the negative impact of increasing Pbad and Prisk on MOO
performance in (9). Compared with the non-trust-based
algorithm, trust-based algorithms show high resilience
against increased attack intensity with more malicious
entities (Pbad) or higher self-promotion attack behavior
(Prisk). TRM has the best MOO performance among all
because the drop-to-zero trust based on trust threshold can
effectively filter out bad nodes.
The 3rd graph of each row in Fig. 1 examines the impact
of USTm on MOO performance. Recall that USTm is to be
compared with USm to determine if a service experience is
positive or negative for trust assessment for BRS and for
competence trust assessment for SRM and TRM. We
observe that as USTm increases, MOO performance
increases (and levels off). The reason is that a high USTm
has the effect of penalizing bad nodes with low trust and
can effectively remove bad nodes from participating in
future service requests. Another noteworthy observation is
that unlike BRS and SRM, TRM is relatively insensitive to
USTm. We attribute the insensitivity to TRM severely
punishing a bad node (i.e., dropping its trust to zero) once a
bad node’s integrity trust falls below the minimum
ignorance trust of 0.5.
The rightmost graph of each row in Fig. 1 compares
USm calculated from (10) as more service requests (labeled
as “Operation #” on the x coordinate) are executed over
time for the three trust-based algorithms against the nontrust-based algorithm. We consider a combination of
Prisk=70% and Pbad=30% to reveal interesting trends.
Because of high Prisk, even trust-based algorithms are fooled
into selecting bad nodes in the first few service requests. So
the first few service requests do not pass USTm. As a result,
bad nodes selected to provide services in the first few
service requests are penalized with trust decrease and likely
to be filtered out from later service requests. This is
evidenced by the result that the last 8 service requests have
high USm values. In particular, for multi-trust TRM, USm is
above 90% for the last 8 service requests because mostly
only good nodes are being selected by the trust-based
algorithm due to dynamic trust update. On the contrary, the
non-trust-based algorithm consistently yields a low USm
service request by service request because it has no
effective way of filtering out bad nodes. This trend supports
our claim that trust-based algorithms can effectively
achieve high user satisfaction despite the presence of bad
nodes performing self-promotion attacks, especially after
trust convergence occurs. In particular, we observe that
USm under TRM or SRM is consistently higher than that
under BRS. We attribute this to the use of integrity trust as
confidence for competence trust, thus providing a more
accurate estimate of the trustworthy service quality of an
SP. Furthermore, TRM consistently outperforms SRM
because of its ability to discern bad nodes from good nodes.
It is worth noting that one main reason for having a low
USm in a service request is that the SR does not have

enough information about the reputation of SPs bidding for
services. Consequently, the SR must select SPs for service
request execution based on their advertised scores. This is a
serious problem for the non-trust-based algorithm because
SRs do not share experiences through recommendations. As
a result, we see that the non-trust-based algorithm has the
most severe zigzag pattern of USm among all. In particular,
the zigzag pattern is most pronounced for service requests
5, 9, 11, 13 and 15 at which the responsible SRs have never
issued a service request before.
As we go from small to large sized problems, we
observe a remarkable similarity with TRM outperforming
SRM and BRS. This demonstrates the scalability of our
trust algorithm design. That is, our trust-based algorithm
especially with TRM as the underlying trust protocol can
find near optimal solutions with linear runtime complexity
as the problem size increases from small (|𝓝|=60 and
|𝒮𝑚 | =4), to medium (|𝓝|=120 and |𝒮𝑚 | =8) and large
(|𝓝|=240 and |𝒮𝑚 |=16).
TABLE II: Minimum Service Quality Constraints.
Case
Light
Medium
Tight

, DTHRES
, CkTHRES �
�QTHRES
k
k

THRES )
(QTHRES
, DTHRES
, Cm
m
m

(2, 4, 3)

(8, 16, 12)

(1, 5, 5)
(3, 3, 2)

(4, 20, 20)
(12, 12, 8)

C. Effect of
Service Quality Constraints and
Opportunistic Service Attacks
In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the
results with respect to the minimum service quality
constraints including the minimum service quality
requirement at the abstract service level SkTHRES =
�QTHRES
, DTHRES
, CkTHRES � and the minimum service
k
k
THRES
quality requirement at the service request level SCSm
=
THRES
THRES
THRES
) specified by the user as in (4).
(Q m
, Dm
, Cm
Table II lists three conditions: light, moderate, and tight.
Service quality constraints induce “opportunistic service”
attack behaviors in two ways.
First, a bad node may want to lie about its service
quality to at least pass the abstract service level Q, D, C
constraints in order for it to have a chance to be selected for
service request execution. Second, once a bad node is
selected for a service request, it is strongly motivated to
contribute at least a minimum effort to satisfy the service
request level constraint; otherwise, the service request is
considered a failure from the user’s perspective and the
malicious node will be penalized with a trust loss.
Figs. 2(a)-(c) show the simulation results for the light,
medium, and tight minimum service quality constraint
cases, respectively, for the small sized problem.
For comparison, the light minimum service quality
constraint case shown in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to Fig. 1(b)
except that a bad node will perform opportunistic service
attacks. Even with this opportunistic service attack
behavior, we observe from Fig. 2 that the relative
performance rank of TRM, SRM, BRS and non-trust-based

(a) Light Service Quality Constraints.

(b) Medium Service Quality Constraints.

(c) Tight Service Quality Constraints.
Fig. 2: Effect of Service Quality Constraints and Opportunistic Service Attacks.
design (in this order) remains the same. A major reason is
that a bad node often must perform self-promotion attacks
first to increase its chance of being selected after which it
can perform opportunistic service attacks. However,
opportunistic service attacks cannot offset low user
satisfaction toward the bad node resulting from selfpromotion attacks. We observe from Fig. 2 that TRM
outperforms SRM and BRS because of its ability to discern
bad nodes from good nodes even in the presence of
opportunistic service attacks.
TABLE III: Q, D, C Score Distribution.
Case

�Q bad , Dbad , Cbad �

�Q good , Dgood , Cgood �

Good nodes have
better service quality

([1 − 3], [3 − 5], [2 − 5])

([3 − 5], [1 − 4], [1 − 2])

Equal

([3 − 5], [1 − 4], [1 − 2])

([3 − 5], [1 − 4], [1 − 2])

D. Effect of Q, D, C Score Distribution
In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the
results with respect to Q, D, C score distributions for bad
nodes and good nodes in terms of �Q bad , Dbad , Cbad � and
�Q good , Dgood , Cgood �. Table III lists two test cases: “good
nodes have better service quality” vs. “equal” (good nodes
and bad nodes have equal service quality). We ignore the

case in which bad nodes have better service quality than
good nodes because bad nodes will prevail anyway even
with trust-based service composition and binding. All other
conditions remain the same as specified in Table I. Note
that the results presented so far are based on the “good
nodes have better service quality” case.
Figs. 3(a)-(b) show the simulation results for the “good
nodes have better service quality” and “equal” test cases,
for the small sized problem. Fig. 3(a) is the same as Fig.
1(b) and is replicated here for ease of comparison. We see
that in the case of equal service quality, i.e., Fig. 3(b), trustbased design still outperforms non-trust-based design with
the same performance ranking preserved. However, we see
that BRS is just as good as SRM, especially when UST is
high and/or more service requests are executed. The reason
is that both BRS and SRM in this equal service quality case
tend to select moderate to high service quality nodes,
regardless of whether they are good or bad nodes. Although
SRM also applies scaling trust reward/penalty to good/bad
nodes based on integrity trust information, this small
differentiation does not prevent bad nodes with medium to
high service quality from being selected. As a result, they
both select moderate to high service quality nodes for
service request execution.

(a) Good Nodes have Better Service Quality.

(b) Good Nodes and Bad Node have Equal Service Quality.
Fig. 3: Effect of Q, D, and C Score Distributions for Good and Bad Nodes on Performance.
On the other hand, TRM applies a rather strict trust
penalty to bad nodes, so it essentially excludes bad nodes
from selection and only good nodes with high service
quality are selected for service request execution. The
results exhibited in Fig. 3 reveal conditions (“good nodes
have better service quality” vs. “equal”) under which our
trust-based algorithm design is effective compared with the
non-trust-based algorithm design. More specifically, with
the service quality about being equal for both good and bad
nodes, TRM performs the best when there are more good
nodes than bad nodes. This is so because of TRM’s unique
ability to discern bad nodes from good nodes and to select
only good nodes with high service quality. When there are
more bad nodes than good nodes, on the other hand, BRS
performs the best especially when bad nodes do not need to
lie about their service quality for them to be selected for
service request execution (i.e., when Prisk is low) because in
this case BRS, due to its inability to discern bad nodes from
good nodes, tends to select high service quality nodes for
service request execution even if they are bad nodes.
Another interesting result is that when bad nodes have
about the same service quality as good nodes, there is an
optimal UST level under which the performance of our
trust-based algorithm is maximized. This is evident from
the MOO vs. UST graph (the 2nd rightmost graph) in Fig.
3(b). The reason is that if UST is too high (e.g., 100%),
US<UST is true and bad nodes with high service quality
originally selected for service request execution will be
identified as culprits and will be penalized with trust
degradation. This in effect will block bad nodes from
participating in future service request executions.
Consequently, the system will be forced to select only good
nodes for servicing future service request. Since not all
good nodes are of high service quality, inevitably the
resulting MOO value is not as high as it would be if only
high service quality nodes (good or bad) are selected for

service request execution. In effect, UST can be used as a
design parameter to maximize the MOO value.

IX.

CONCLUSION

We proposed a trust-based service composition and
service binding algorithm with linear runtime complexity
for multi-objective optimization in service-oriented
MANETs characterized by space-time complexity of
mobile devices wherein nodes may be malicious and/or
information received is often erroneous, partly trusted,
uncertain and incomplete.
We investigated single-trust and multi-trust as the
building block for our trust-based algorithm design and
demonstrated that our proposed algorithm outperforms the
non-trust-based and single-trust-based counterparts, and
approaches the ideal solution quality obtainable by the ILP
solution. We also performed sensitivity analysis to identify
conditions under which trust-based service composition is
most effective compared with non-trust-based service
composition. We discovered that our threshold based model
(TRM) performs the best among all because TRM can best
discern bad nodes from good nodes. Our analysis result
backed by simulation reveals that in case good nodes have
higher service quality than bad nodes, multi-trust protocols
and in particular TRM, which severely penalizes malicious
attack behavior, will perform the best. However, in case
bad nodes have equal service quality as good nodes, TRM
will perform the best only when there are more good nodes
than bad nodes. Otherwise, single-trust protocols such as
the beta reputation system will perform the best, especially
when bad nodes do not need to lie about their service
quality for them to be selected for service request
execution. In the latter case, there exists an optimal user
satisfaction threshold in service quality under which the
protocol performance is maximized.

In the future, we plan to leverage game theory to
capture the dynamics between attacker/defense behaviors
[11], [34] and reason how a service requester can perform
counterattacks by choosing the best user satisfaction
threshold (UST) and integrity threshold (Ti,jI,THRES ) for
achieving multi-objective optimization of service quality.
Another future direction is to seek real databases to validate
simulation results.
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